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n 2014, South Africa adopted the Medium Term
Strategic Plan (MTSF) 2014-2019 as the first
programme to help implement the National
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reader subscribers.

Development Plan (NDP). The MTSF identifies the
important actions required to implement the aspects
of the NDP for which government is responsible over
the next five years. The MTSF is structured around 14
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WHY PARTNERSHIPS ARE CRITICAL FOR DEVELOPMENT

priority outcomes, of which a skilled and capable
workforce to support an inclusive growth path is
integral. With this in mind, the Sunday Times Skills
Development magazine will tackle the innovative
strategies that the public and private sector have in
place to aid the goals of government’s NDP.
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Our corefocus areas:

• Innovation in development: 4th Industrial Revolution and beyond
• Research and insights on entrepreneurship, Management and Leadership, shift in HR Strategies specifically around remote working
• Youth Development in the Green Environment
• The NDP: Pipedream or Reality: How Covid has affected the plan, specifically considering the economic drain
• Internships: Cheap labour or cohesive benefit to both Employer and Employee? Academia vs Experience
• Education and Training and access to Funding: The Free Education Dilemma
• SETAs: Facing the challenges of the new normal. Do virtual workshops work?
• How Ready Are You To Work? Acing the Interview

www.sundaytimes.co.za stats:

Unique browsers 1 784 707
Page views 3 494 592
Facebook 164 525
Twitter 508 925
Instagram 16 454
Press reader subscribers stats:
Sunday Times: 8200
Source: Narrative
(SA audience data), social media
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DELIVERING GLOBAL
EXCELLENCE THROUGH
LOCAL TALENT.

Investing in skills development
in South Africa

In 2019, the company spent
R176 million on training a
diverse workforce and increased
this investment to over
R230 million during 2020.
Learning opportunities are
provided through a range of
formal and informal learning
experiences with immersive and
practical application modules,
including access to digital
content providers and online
learning platforms for

Chantel van der Westhuizen, Chief Learning Ofﬁcer
at Momentum Metropolitan Holdings
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self-directed learning. The
realities of the pandemic meant
that the business pivoted largely
to digital learning as part of its
philosophy to put learning within
reach of all employees,
regardless of where they work
from, role or location.

W
Safety • Perseverance • Excellence • Achievement • Reward
We develop, nurture and preserve critical skills to maintain and sustain National and Sovereign
Capability and Capacity in our sectors for the benefit of our people and our country.
Our philosophy of putting Humanity first in all that we do is underpinned by creating shared
prosperity through cooperative and collaborative relationships with all our stakeholders.

e live in the age of skills-based economies
– and having the right skills is the best way
to drive economic growth, especially in the wake
of the global economic crisis caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
South Africa was hard hit: the economy
contracted by 7% in 2020 and unemployment
rose to 32.5% in the fourth quarter. This points to
the need to accelerate recovery, particularly in
industries that contribute signiﬁcantly to the
country’s economy. The services industry, which
includes banks, insurance companies, tourism,
hospitality and personal services, is one such
sector. And skills development is one of the most
effective ways to enable much-needed growth.
“Because of this, the Momentum
Metropolitan Group invests close to
R100 million each ﬁnancial year on
learning and development to directly
upskill a diverse employee base.
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TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

This is over and above the funds
invested in internships, bursaries and
other initiatives”

The development and training of
people, and investment in the
unlimited potential of talent in South
Africa, is the only way to guarantee
the sustained long-term success of
our people, our business, the industry
and the economy,
says Chantel van der Westhuizen,
Chief Learning Ofﬁcer at
Momentum Metropolitan Holdings.

Through other initiatives, Momentum Metropolitan Group also spent
R41.3 million on developing employees between June 2020 and March
2021, of which R24.5 million was spent directly investing in people through:

190

Internships and
Learnerships

563

Employee
Bursaries

165

Employee Skills
Development

Over the last three years,
Momentum Metropolitan
has proactively and
deliberately invested in
the development of
leaders at all levels of
the organisation to
ensure that they

are prepared to lead the
workforce of the future.
Between 2018 and 2021, a total
of 338 delegates attended
formal leadership development
programmes.
“We also relooked at and
redesigned programmes like the
future Junior/Middle and Senior
Leadership initiative to ensure
they would be ﬁt-for-purpose for
the new world in which leaders
are expected to perform in,” says
Van der Westhuizen.
The Junior and Middle leadership
programmes offer a full formal
qualiﬁcation to people who
successfully graduate, and a
part-qualiﬁcation on the Senior
leadership programme.

A focus on wellbeing
Given the pandemic and the
far-reaching impact it has had
economically, socially, mentally,
personally and professionally, the
executive team also placed a

high value and emphasis on
wellbeing and employee safety,
both from a physical and
psychological point of view.
Last year saw employees take
part in more than 3 000 wellness
programme sessions, which
included direct access to
psychologists and training
programmes to help individuals
cope with the ever-changing
needs of the workplace. There
was a rise of more than 100
percent in training opportunities
around well-being and wellness
for employees compared to the
previous year.
“We also launched an online
LeaderFlix learning channel that
provides leaders and managers
with access to curated content
with a speciﬁc focus on
well-being,” says Van der
Westhuizen. This site has had
more than 10 000 hits since it
launched in May 2020 with
well-being and remote working
being the two most popular
topics.

“It is becoming increasingly critical to make learning scalable, and available
to more people on a more regular basis,” says Van der Westhuizen.

Access to formal well-being and learning
programmes have also been supplemented by the
individual efforts of managers, making it an integral
part of everything we do. This approach has helped
employees be productive in the “flow of life” and
adapt their way of work to their own context and
demands, while giving them the environment to
grow learn and thrive.

“We have retained our Level 1 Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) status for the
third consecutive year, and have embraced offering
Skills Development initiatives in specialised areas of
study within the insurance industry to key groups
like women, youth and people with disabilities. This
is adding signiﬁcant value and creating a talent pool
for the industry,” Van der Westhuizen says.

This focus on ongoing skills development at all
levels of the business is a critical part of the
company’s DNA, but also its commitment to driving
positive transformation and addressing inequalities
in South Africa.

“We strongly believe in the ongoing development
and wellbeing of employees and in creating
opportunities that will beneﬁt the industry and
country as a whole, and will continue to invest
heavily in this area,” says Van der Westhuizen.
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